Syntax Boxes of Methods

**Routine** `name ( none, nameList )` is `public; private`

- Slot declaration:
- Boxes declaration:

```plaintext
-- Does describe
```

**Start**

- actions

**EndRoutine** `name`

**Note:** a Start instruction is allowed only once in each class, and only in a routine that has no slots i.e. no data is passed in

Slot and Box declaration

```plaintext
Box ofType `type`
ofClass `class`
Slot
```

**NameList**

```plaintext
name , `name`
```

**Function** `name ( none, nameList )` ofType `type`
ofClass `class` is `public; private`

- Slot declaration:
- Box declaration of `result`
- Boxes declaration:

```plaintext
-- Does describe
```

- actions

**EndFunction** `name`

**Note:** one of the actions must be an assignment to `result`